2. IF SHIPMENT OF THESE ARMS CAUSES CRG ANY PROBLEMS, WE WOULD BE ENTIRELY PREPARED TO DENY THE NECESSARY EXPORT LICENSE. IF, ON THE OTHER HAND, CRG HAS NO OBJECTION TO AMBANG'S HAVING THESE ARMS, WE ARE PREPARED TO ISSUE LICENSE.

IF PRESIDENT ORLICH INDICATES HE HAS NO OBJECTION TO THE ARMS ENTERING CRG, REQUEST THAT YOU SEND A REPLY TO A-44 THROUGH REGULAR CHANNEL CONFIRMING IN ROUTINE MANNER THAT CASA PRESIDENCIAL, COMANDANCIA EN JEFE, CRG IS CONSIGNEE OF ARMS SHIPMENT AND STATING EMBASSY HAS NO OBJECTION TO ISSUANCE OF LICENSE. IF HE PREFERENCES THEY NOT ENTER, ADVISE THROUGH THIS CHANNEL.

FYI. I WISH TO EMPHASIZE THAT WE HAVE NO INTEREST IN PRESSURING CRG TO ACCEPT SHIPMENT, NOR ARE WE SEEKING ANY FAVORS FROM ARRANGEMENTS FOR SHIPMENT TO CRG MADE BY AMBANG (OR HIS REPRESENTATIVES) WITH CRG, AND WE WERE NOT INVOLVED. THEREFORE, DECISION TO ACCEPT OR NOT RESTS WITH CRG. WE WILL DO WHATEVER CRG WANTS.

WITH RESPECT MARKINGS, I AM ASSURED THAT ARMS BEAR NO INDICATION THAT ARMS MANUFACTURED IN PBPRIPE. HOWEVER, THE FACT THAT THE ARMS CAME FROM PBPRIPE COULD NOT REALLY BE OBSCURED BECAUSE OF THE REQUIRED LICENSING PROCEDURE. IF ORLICH DECIDES HE WANTS AMBANG TO

(CONTINUED)
GET THE ARMS, AND THE FACT OF PEBRIME ORIGIN BECAME PUBLIC, OUR
POSITION WOULD BE THAT THIS WAS A NORMAL EXPORT TO A CRG ENTITY, MADE
AFTER THE USUAL CHECKS. ANY ONUS WOULD BE ON CRG, AND BASIC QUESTION
IS WHETHER ORLICH PREPARED BEAR IT. IF, AFTER FULL CONSIDERATION, HE
IS NOT PREPARED TO GO THROUGH WITH HIS OWN ARRANGEMENTS WITH AMBANG,
IT IS PERFECTLY ALL RIGHT WITH US. END FYI"
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